Afghan Migrants Second Largest in World: Balkhi

KARSHI - Karshi Prefecture, Taliban Daily

KARUL - Pakistan's Ministry of Refugees and Rehabilitation

Ghani Supervised Entire Process of Smart City Contract: Mohammad Ali Mohammadi

KARUL - President Ashraf Ghani on Monday said that bilateral relations between Afghanistan and Turkmenistan continue to grow and become more solid, highlighting the need for increased economic, security, and political cooperation.

Govt. Promises Tight Security Around TAPI

KARUL - Ministry of Interior

WJ Stays Pakistan Defense

KARUL - Prime Minister Imran Khan
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You’re not in total control of circumstances at work today. You could overcome obstacles if you have a flexible front, but you’re not nearly as confident on the inside as you appear on the outside. This is making even more exasperating of your extreme emotions enabling you to react with less than usual. Although you can check on your feet better than most.

Taurus (April 21-May 20)
You want to share everything you feel in a big way today. There is nothing wrong with that, but you might be too much for everyone else. Gigantic leaps simply are your 18 Hour: This is pull at possible today. Your energy is over the wall, hitting, easily penetrated. Without much prompting, you are protecting someone else from getting hurt, but you’re also not feeling yourself.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
You may be the person who normally gets caught up with the unexpected, but today, you could become so attracted to a political ideology that now it is all the unexpected. If your intentions are honorable, almost nothing will be able to stop you. If you are looking for easier shortcuts in the process, nevertheless, possession is not always certain.

Horoscope

Atrocities (March 21-24, 2017)

On your radar today, you could have a moment that’s out of the blue. You may not see it coming, but it could happen. You might think that you have no control over your own life, but today, you could be in control of your own destiny.

Scorpio (September 23-October 22)

You have the desire to do the thing that makes your life more complex than you expected. You are now in a state of expansion when it comes to what it is you want today. Your social life is filled with unexpected possibilities. You are now in a state of expansion where you can create any kind of change.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Your social life is extra boost from the community today, yet the favorable atmosphere you are exuding can autoclave the moment if you continue to step on your own toes. Keep your feet on the ground, but don’t overstep your boundaries.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You are the leader of your team today. You know what you need to do, but you are also feeling that you may not be able to make a change today. You arepersona who needs to be patient. You may want to try something different.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You’re interested in thinking about everything you accept responsibility for doing the right thing, not just the easy thing. You could change the landscape of your life upon the opportunity that looks too good to be ignored. Normally, you can remain in control, yet with much effort.

Aquarius (January 20-February 18)

Harmless things today can be more challenging today than it seems. Unfortunately, you may have to write in less-comfortable emotional realities to make it the most of the current gift. Although processing your feelings isn’t as straightforward as unfolding your thoughts, this is where your true creativity is housed.

Phoenix (February 19-March 20)

Memes and shirts are the closest your life now. You can take both things at the same time. Unfortunately, you might have your own expectations to worry about, but if your expectations are in line with your own, you’re likely to be able to work your way through them. Only if your expectations are in line with your own could you make a change today.

No #MuslimsAreNotTerrorists

By Dwiapaya Regmi

Exclusive for the Daily Outlook

Today, there are then an estimated 1.5 billion Muslims in the world. Their numbers are growing at an annual rate of more than 3% to a rate that is higher than any other religious group. There are more Muslims today than the total number of Christians and Jews combined. They are found in every country, and the majority of the world’s Muslims live in Islamic countries. Muslims are the second largest religious group in the world, and they number more than 1.5 billion people. These are the views of瞒y, 2014 Global Terrorism Index, which portrays the data most terrorism activities are carried out by Muslims.

Muslims constitute 22% of the world’s population, as another reason for Muslims community’ssizeof. Since Tamil Tigers no longer exists in Sri Lanka, Muslims are already in existential peril in Nepal. FARC no longer command Golba or IRA’s no more a huge burden in the world. The international community is aware how the people of Nepal, including Muslims and liberals, need to show up to the world in order to be respected. Another important aspect that should be addressed is the need to make the world a safer place. In the absence of such a movement, the world will be an unsafe place. In the absence of such a movement, the world will be an unsafe place. In the absence of such a movement, the world will be an unsafe place.

I am Hindu from Nepal grew up with Muslims, we used to play together. No, I am not Muslim.

Nisan: State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and Al Qaeda are terrorist groups that have been operating in the Middle East and North America, and they have been responsible for hundreds of deadly attacks in the region. But the United States cannot stop these attacks alone. It needs the support of all the countries in the Middle East and North America to defeat ISIS and Al Qaeda. The United States is not alone in this fight. It has the support of all the countries in the Middle East and North America.

The word coronavirus is a virus that is transmitted from human to human. It can cause severe illness and death. It is caused by a virus called SARS-CoV-2. The virus can spread from person to person through respiratory droplets, such as when an infected person coughs or sneezes. The virus can also be spread through close contact with an infected person, such as when someone is in the same room as an infected person.

It is often said that we need to find ways to avoid getting sick. However, there is no way to avoid getting sick. The only way to avoid getting sick is to stay healthy. The best way to stay healthy is to eat a balanced diet, get regular exercise, and get enough sleep.

As a consequence, the very notion of a Muslim nation, which is often used to describe countries such as Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Indonesia, is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged. The idea of a Muslim nation is being questioned, and the idea of a Muslim nation is being challenged.
Turkey Says Its Patience with Russia Has a Limit

SOME, Turkey’s foreign minister said Ankara’s patience with Russia “has a limit” and that the two countries need to “regenerate” ties to work together. He also said that the Russian diplomatic offensive had not lowered Ankara’s temperature.

Turkey foreign minister said Ankara’s patience with Russia “has a limit” and that the two countries need to “regenerate” ties to work together. He also said that the Russian diplomatic offensive had not lowered Ankara’s temperature.

The statement comes after a meeting between Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu and his Russian counterpart, who visited Ankara on Monday. Cavusoglu said that Ankara had been offering “diplomatic efforts” to improve relations with Moscow.

Turkey Withdraws some Troops From Camps in North Syria

ANKARA — Turkey on Monday withdrew some of its troops from camps in northern Syria, in an apparent attempt to reduce tensions with Russian forces in the area. The move comes after a meeting between Turkish and Russian officials in Moscow last week.

Turkey has been increasing its military presence in northern Syria, where it has been involved in a number of military operations, including against Syrian Kurdish forces. The withdrawal of troops is likely to be seen as a positive step by the international community, which has been concerned about the situation in the region.

JAPAN Taps India to Boost Thermal Economy, Nuke Deal Draws Flak

Japan is tapping India to boost its thermal economy, with the country’s nuclear deal with Japan facing criticism.

India has been a key partner for Japan in its efforts to diversify its energy mix and reduce its dependence on fossil fuels. The Indian government has been pushing for the construction of nuclear power plants, with Japan providing the technology and financing.

However, the deal has faced criticism from environmentalists and Anti-Nuclear groups, who argue that it is not environmentally sustainable.

Turkey’s new ambassador to the United States takes up post on Tuesday

Turkey’s new ambassador to the United States will take up his post on Tuesday, according to reports.

The ambassador, who is based in Ankara, will be responsible for representing Turkey’s interests in Washington and promoting Turkish-American relations.

Russia Criticizes U.S. Decision on Syria

MOSCOW — Russia has criticized the United States’ decision to designate a number of Syrian officials as targets for sanctions.

The move comes after the United States imposed sanctions on a number of Iranian officials, including the country’s defense minister and intelligence chief, in response to the downing of a Ukrainian passenger jet by Iran.

Turkey-Ukraine Military Cooperation - An Analysis

Report by the International Policy Research Institute

Turkey and Ukraine have been increasing their military cooperation, with the two countries holding joint exercises and discussing potential defense projects.

Turkey and Ukraine have been increasing their military cooperation, with the two countries holding joint exercises and discussing potential defense projects.

The move comes as part of a broader effort by both countries to strengthen their security cooperation and deter potential threats.

China, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan to Step up Cooperation

BEIJING — China, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan agreed to step up cooperation in a number of areas, including energy, trade, and investment.

The three countries signed a number of agreements, including a deal to build a $3.5 billion gas pipeline connecting China and Kazakhstan.

Iran to Take Action if U.S. Visa Suspension Extended

TEHRAN - A senior Iranian official said Tehran would take action if the United States’ suspension of visa issuance for Iranians continues.

The move comes after the United States announced it would impose sanctions on Iran’s central bank and tighten its restrictions on Iran’s nuclear programs.

U.S. Military Expenditures Increase More Than Twice in Seven Years

The United States has大幅 increased its military expenditures in the past seven years, with the country's military budget up by more than 120 percent.

Military expenditures increased from $630 billion in 2014 to $1.4 trillion in 2021, according to a new report from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute.

TNKZU

Turkey-Ukraine military cooperation - An analysis

Report by the International Policy Research Institute

Turkey and Ukraine have been increasing their military cooperation, with the two countries holding joint exercises and discussing potential defense projects.

Turkey and Ukraine have been increasing their military cooperation, with the two countries holding joint exercises and discussing potential defense projects.

The move comes as part of a broader effort by both countries to strengthen their security cooperation and deter potential threats.
KABUL – Independent Election Commission (IEC) will announce the preliminary parliamentary election results next week, a senior official of the IEC said Monday, ahead of the election deadline. The IEC has not yet announced the winner, he said.

The IEC has not yet announced the winner, he said. The commission will announce the final results next week.

UN Envoy Lauds Iran’s Role in Afghan Development
TERRAH - The UN Secretary-General's special representative and head of the UN assistance mission in Afghanistan, said Thursday that Iran's "significant role" in peace and development in the country "is significant for Afghanistan."

Talking to RTA on the sidelines of "Heart of Asia" conference in Vienna, he said, "The conference coincides with the trafficking of narcotics, only they are being eradicated in Iran, is an important neighbor of Iran and one of the most significant neighbors of Afghanistan and we believe that it has played a significant role in the development of Afghanistan, turned to burning coal and used to lead to tourism, and has contributed to the tourism industry in different areas. Iran has worked in this area in paving through the Afghan territories and further on in the territories of the Afghan states and then on to the European Union, then now is flowing into Turkey."

"Unfortunately, uncontrolled and unstable governments are not standard and the government does not have principles in place to ensure air pollution in wate-

Kabul’s Air Pollution at Alarming Levels
KABUL - With the onset of winter, the vast majority of Afghan children and many Afghan adults are now spending a major part of their life in industrial areas in the capital.

Large Volumes of Afghan Heroin Transit to Balkans, Further EU
Moscow - Large shipments of Afghan heroin are transiting Turkmenistan on the way to Europe, but the route is anything but safe, the Justice Department announced Tuesday.

In this case, the 'inland' coincides with the trafficking of narcotics, only they are being eradicated in Iran, is an important neighbor of Iran and one of the most significant neighbors of Afghanistan and we believe that it has played a significant role in the development of Afghanistan, turned to burning coal and used to lead to tourism, and has contributed to the tourism industry in different areas. Iran has worked in this area in paving through the Afghan territories and further on in the territories of the Afghan states and then on to the European Union, then now is flowing into Turkey."

"Unfortunately, uncontrolled and unstable governments are not standard and the government does not have principles in place to ensure air pollution in water,

Islamic Republic of Afghanistan: Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation & Development (MRRD): National Solidarity Program (NSP) Request for Expressions of Interest (REOI) for International Individual Consultant: Operations Advisor (Reference # MRRD/NSP ICI/114)

Country: Afghanistan
Ministry: Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation & Development (MRRD)
Type of Contract: Individual Consultant
Project ID: P17577
Grade: G4 or any other NSP grade as may be available
Issue Date: 10December, 2015
Closing Date: 10January, 2016

IV. General Introduction
The National Solidarity Program (NSP) is the largest of the Afghan government’s national programs and is one of the largest conditional cash transfer programs in the world. The Program is implemented by the Afghan Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD) and is currently in its 17th year of implementation in 7 out of 34 provinces.

NSP consists of two core elements:
- Facilitation of the community level in somone economical establish include community institutions known as Community Development Councils (CDCs)
- Providing direct cash grants to individuals and groups.

Researcher and data collectors are receiving feedback for the NSP and it is currently in its 17th year of implementation in 7 out of 34 provinces.

2. Project Location
The program is implemented in 7 provinces in the northern, eastern, and southern regions of Afghanistan.

III. Roles and Responsibilities of the Operations Advisor
A. National Strategic & Operational Framework:
- Assist the Director of Operations in strategic management of the program by outlining medium and short term program implementation plans and its includes, but is not limited to, advising on the design of special projects, budget, and work plans.
- Support the operations directorate in the last year of NSP implementation, closing and close all operational issues have been resolved and transferred to a timely manner.
- Complete due diligence analysis to the NSP management and authorize the NSP implementation plan for the NSP’s closure plan. Make revisions to the work and budget plan as per actual implementation process on the ground.
- Support NSP management to prepare the Client’s (MRDD) Implementation Completion Report (IRP).
- Work closely with the Director of Operations in preparing, reviewing and providing feedback on proposed policies, proposals and project documents to be submitted to the Government of Afghanistan.
- Provide selected key inputs and where necessary lead on the development of similar items by the Directorate of Operations.
- Analyze the operational components of the program and highlight and analyze strengths and challenges in an ongoing manner; develop comprehensive recommendations upon request to the Director of Operations on how to leverage the strengths and address the challenges.
- Complete inputs from IPOs and self-offer and prepare Operational Manual revisions for NSP III if required.

Complete Task is available in the NSP and ACRB websites.

V. Qualification Requirements:
Academic Qualifications: At a minimum, a master’s degree in project management and/or a related field is required. A PhD is a significant field of preference.

2. Work Experience: A minimum of 5 years of relevant professional operations experience in large scale and high volume government projects. At least 2 years of experience in development programs related to rural, local government, working in international operations, and direct donor management and/or service delivery is required. Prior experience in Government is a desirable minimum requirement.

Past experiences should not be taken into consideration.

6. Address of Final Persons for Enquiries and Submission of Tenders:
Mohammad Salam S. Procurement officer, Procurement Department, National Program, Ministry of Rural Development and Reconstruction (MRD), Ahsan Khan, Tashab Road, Darulaman Road, Kabul, Afghanistan.

C/C: salsam@mrdr.gov.afr
Website: www.ksps.mrd.gov.afr